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Abstract
Crystal Dormitory is a dormitory in Universitas Klabat that accommodates some male students. This study aims for monitoring and minimize the entry of foreigners into the dormitory which affects the comfort and safety of boarding students. Using the prototyping model, the systems can observe the faces of students who live in the dormitory, as well as foreigners who enter the dormitory. The system performed face recognition to recognize a person’s face when the person’s face data has been stored in the dataset. The hardware in this system used a Raspberry Pi 3 which is integrated with a webcam and monitor to detect and recognize human facial images. With machine learning libraries namely TensorFlow, OpenCV, Dlib, and Haar Cascade, combine with Python programming, the system can detect and recognize human facial images. If the system detects an unfamiliar human face, then the image of that person's face will be sent via the Telegram application using the auto-send feature to notify about the unidentified person.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dormitory is a place to live and also a place to interact with fellow residents. It should be able to meet the needs of its residents, especially in terms of comfort, security, and privacy. Comfort and safety are the human rights of each dormitory resident who must be respected [1]. Not only the right to security in a psychological sense but also the right to security of property. The dormitory should not allow or only limit people who need to enter the dormitory, for reasons of security and convenience for the residents, so that unwanted things won’t happen in the dormitory [2]. To minimize the occurrence of unwanted things in the dormitory which can disturb the comfort and cause anxiety for the residents, security in the dormitory needs to be improved [3]. By utilizing current technology that is more advanced, it is hoped that it can maintain order and security in the dormitory [4].

In this modern era, technology can do many things. Among them is technology that can recognize human faces. There are several related research of face recognition. For autonomous monitoring systems, research [5] combines face recognition and motion detection utilizing Raspberry Pi and the Internet of Things (IoT). Another study [6] on facial recognition uses biometrics and liveness detection to enable security systems to distinguish between fake and real identities when combining Raspberry Pi with a mobile device or tablet as the display device. In research [7], explore real-time face recognition using Raspberry Pi and libraries such as Dlib, face recognition libraries, and OpenCV library. Research [8], focused on smart city law enforcement services which implement face recognition using a tiny portable wireless camera mounted on a police officer’s uniform that can capture a video stream, then passed to Raspberry Pi for face detection and recognition. Research [9], proposed real-time face recognition on video surveillance systems with, Python programming, Haar Cascade classifier, OpenCV library, and Raspbian OS integrated with hardware Raspberry Pi and Pi camera module. These related researches show the use of face recognition which consist of programming the hardware with Raspberry Pi, applied in various environment for monitoring and security system.

Before using face recognition, security systems in dormitories may have been limited to traditional methods such as direct monitoring by dormitory staff. While these methods can provide a basic level of security, they are vulnerable to abuse, theft or burglary, and possible access by unauthorized parties. In addition, monitoring individuals who enter or leave manually can also be time-consuming, and allows for mistakes or misidentification of dormitory occupants. Based on this problem, researchers conducted research through IoT and face recognition to recognize someone’s identity that has been validated with the person’s data. The system works with face recognition using a computer algorithm [10]. The system can recognize a person’s face when the person’s face data has been stored in a dataset.

Face recognition is a technology for scanning human faces using a webcam, which aims to record and monitor the activity recorded by the device. By using the webcam, the system can see the situation in our environment without having to observe it directly [11]. The system can see what is happening in the environment as long as the environment can be recorded by a webcam [12]. The scanned facial image will be processed in the OpenCV library and also Dlib. OpenCV and Dlib are Python libraries that focus on computer vision [13]. OpenCV itself was developed by Intel Corporation using the C and C++ programming languages [14]. With the help of the library from OpenCV, face recognition operations are more precise in detecting human faces [15]. Implemented with OpenCV, in this case, it requires a microprocessor, namely the Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B specifications are suitable and compatible with image processing [16].

Webcams that are integrated with the Raspberry Pi microprocessor can run the face recognition feature as one of the methods found in OpenCV as a library [17]. Furthermore, Webcam can monitor people entering and leaving the dormitory. If the webcam detects a face that
is not in the dataset, then the image is sent to the head of the dormitory via the Telegram application.

2. LITERATURE STUDY

2.1 Internet of Things (IoT)

IoT refers to a type of network to connect anything with the Internet based on stipulated protocols through information sensing equipment to conduct information exchange and communications to achieve smart recognition, positioning, tracking, monitoring, and administration [18]. IoT is a revolutionary concept that connects physical objects around us via the internet network. IoT creates an ecosystem where various electronic devices, vehicles, sensors, and even household appliances can communicate with each other and share information automatically without human intervention. This concept involves the application of advanced technologies such as sensors, wireless devices, voice recognition systems, and artificial intelligence (AI) to enable the sending and receiving of data between objects connected to the internet network. In our research, the system was set up with Raspberry Pi which is connected to the internet and can send notifications through the Telegram application.

2.2 Raspberry Pi

Raspberry Pi is a microprocessor or single-board computer [19]. This tool is the same size as a credit card [20]. Despite its small size, Raspberry Pi can work like a functioning computer. Raspberry Pi is equipped with a system-on-a-chip (SoC). Raspberry Pi uses an SD card for booting and data storage in storage. Raspberry Pi has many models and types. What distinguishes each model and type is the specifications, starting from the processor, network port, Bluetooth, wireless, number of USB ports, and others. The main operating system of the Raspberry Pi uses Debian GNU/Linux and Python as the programming language. Raspberry Pi launched an operating system called Raspbian as a Linux distribution [21].

2.3 Face Recognition

Face recognition is a biometric system that can identify a person from digital images and live video (real-time) [22]. The way face recognition can identify and recognize people's faces, the method is with an algorithm that can see and take the special characteristics of an object specifically for human faces [23]. In the field of security systems, face recognition is one of the technologies that is often implemented. With face recognition, we can minimize direct physical contact with other people [24].

Face recognition technology cannot always provide accurate results. In face recognition, several problems and errors can be caused. Errors in recognizing a face have many factors, including changes in position, different lighting levels, and facial expressions. The evaluation parameters used for errors in face recognition are the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and the Face Rejection Rate (FRR) [25].

The False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is an instrument to measure the possibility of an error occurring in a biometric system. FAR may experience errors in identifying and recognizing input images. Images that are outside the database, which are detected as images that are in the database are errors in recognizing the identity of the image. Conversely, another error is an image that is in the database, is not recognized and identified as an image outside the database [26]. A False Rejection Rate (FRR) is an error in the biometric system. Likewise, the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) can experience errors in identifying and recognizing input images, where images that are in the database that should be recognized become unrecognized [27].
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2.4 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a part of artificial intelligence that is often used to solve several problems [28]. The goal of machine learning is to make hardware and software think, like the human brain. The application of machine learning in face recognition focuses on identifying human facial images. With the help of machine learning the system can identify human facial images automatically, especially people who access and enter the Crystal dormitory.

2.4.1 TensorFlow

TensorFlow is a machine learning library to train models developed by Google. TensorFlow is very helpful in developing models such as object tracking, object detection, and object recognition [29]. TensorFlow is used by developers to create deep learning projects at scale. With TensorFlow, the data obtained can be trained and classified easily and efficiently. TensorFlow can help and simplify the creation of neural networks that work the same as the human brain [30].

2.4.2 Open-Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)

OpenCV is a library of Python used for face recognition in real-time or directly. The performance of OpenCV itself is very fast and the computation is lighter. For monitoring used in dormitories, OpenCV is needed because the identified facial images are taken in real-time.

2.4.3 Dlib

Dlib is a library whose job is to solve machine learning-based problems. In developing artificial intelligence (AI)-based programs, Dlib is a library that must be used. The Dlib library uses the C++ programming language [31]. The benefit of using C++ implemented in the Dlib library is that the process of machine learning is very time-consuming. With the C++ programming language, coding execution is faster than other programming languages [32]. The main characteristic of the Dlib library is that it has a special purpose in analyzing and processing facial images using the facial landmark method [33]. With the help of facial landmarks, the process of recognizing a person's facial image is easier. Dlib is used in this study to anticipate unrecognizable facial images because some faces are closed or blocked. Dlib can recognize the image of a person's face even though part of the face is covered by recognizing every coordinate on the face.

2.4.4 Haar Cascade

Haar Cascade is a machine-learning algorithm to detect faces. The Haar Cascade algorithm is often used in object detection methods due to its advantages in fast computing [34]. In face recognition technology, real-time detection is needed so that the data information obtained is accurate and fast [35]. Haar Cascade is a method for detecting an object in real-time created by Paul Viola and Michael Jones in 2001 [36]. The Haar Cascade algorithm is very beneficial for deep learning technology, especially face recognition [37]. With the help of the Haar Cascade algorithm, faces can be identified accurately and quickly with the help of fast computations and depending on the number of pixels in an image [38].

The number of people who enter the dormitory at the same time can be more than one, therefore to process a person's facial image in real-time and quickly, the Haar Cascade algorithm is used so that the facial image capture process is precise and accurate.

2.5 Python

Python is a popular programming language in technology development related to machine learning. Python categorizes as a high-level programming language (easier for humans to understand). The reason for the popularity of Python itself so that many people use it is in terms of its ease of use [39]. Python's simple syntax and efficient data structure make it easier for...
programmers to work on their coding. In addition to a simple syntax, the flexibility of Python itself can help work on and operate on almost all platforms: Mac, Linux, and Windows [40].

With increasingly advanced technological developments, deep learning and AI are becoming a new trend in the world of computer science [41]. Python is one of the programming languages used in matters related to machine learning, deep learning, and also in AI [42]. The Python language is used to call libraries such as OpenCV, TensorFlow, and Dlib. The library is used to process facial images contained in the dataset, which then go to the training stage.

2.6 Telegram

Telegram is a super-fast, simple, free, and secure messaging app [43]. With mobile and web-based messenger, Telegram provides end-to-end encryption of privacy services, where messages sent are guaranteed to be safe from data exploits.

The role of Telegram in this research is when the facial images were processed do not match the facial images in the dataset, then the facial images are considered as foreigners entering the dormitory. Telegram account of the head of the dormitory receives a message from the system that there is a stranger face unrecognized had entered the dormitory.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

In this study, researchers developed face recognition with IoT using the prototype software development model. This method has stages such as Communication, Quick Plan and Modeling, Quick Design, Construction of Prototype, Deployment Delivery & Feedback [44]. The prototype method is a suitable method for developing prototype systems such as face recognition. The face recognition system is dynamic and always changes over time. By using the prototype method, a dynamic system that is more flexible and efficient is developed.

![Figure 1 Prototype Model](image)

The stages of the prototype method are in Figure 1 which is applied to this study as follows.

1. Communications
   At this stage, the researcher conducted interviews with the head of the dormitory to obtain approval and information about the system being built and took pictures of facial images with students living in the crystal dormitory as a dataset.

2. Quick Plan and Modeling Quick Design
By using the requirements that have been obtained at the communication stage, the researcher makes a plan for each requirement. This will be the basic design of the prototype.

3. Construction of prototype
Construction of the prototype is the prototype development stage by assembling each unit and tool component. After the tool assembly process is complete, then the program is created, which is used for the process of data collection and system development.

4. Deployment Delivery & Feedback
At this stage, the prototype that has been made is tested by the system to test the functionality of the prototype made, whether the system meets the requirements, and whether the purpose of building the system is following the plan.

In this study, researchers used the Prototype method which is an iterative process, which works continuously. In the Prototype system development method, the required objectives of the research can be processed quickly, because the research object is directly involved. From the results of this design, testing, and evaluation will be carried out later, whether the system created is by the plan. The data used in this study is collected from students who live in dormitories by taking pictures in the form of facial photos. Subject shots must cover the entire face, and shots taken from the front using a webcam.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section describes the results and discusses the system design, system implementation, and system testing.

3.1 System Design
Figure 2 shows the system design of face recognition.

![System Design](image)
The flow is explained as follows.
1. The webcam that has been integrated with the raspberry cam detects the image of a person’s face.
2. The results of the facial image taken by the webcam are processed on the Raspberry Pi.
3. Raspberry Pi needs internet connection to send push notifications to the Telegram application. The smartphone of the head of the dormitory connected to internet to receive data in his Telegram account.
4. If the system detects an unrecognized facial image, the facial image is captured and then sent via the telegram application using the auto-send feature of the telegram bot.
5. A picture message is sent via telegram to the head of the dormitory, as notification of unknown person were detected.
6. The head of the dormitory can see messages sent via Telegram.

Figure 3 shows the use case diagram of the system with the interaction of the user (admin). The use case diagram visualized the interaction of each process that occurs in the designed system. The use case diagram explains the flow and process between a person's facial image to a facial image sent via telegram in the development of a face recognition system.

![Use Case Diagram](image)

Figure 3 Use Case Diagram

### 3.2 System Implementation

The development stage refers to the process of creating program code using the Python language. The program code is made according to the purpose of this system so that the features designed in the system are following the needs and requirements of the user. The researcher executed the program code using a text editor from Raspbian (The Geany). The following are the stages of the programming process.

Figure 4 and Figure 5, show the command to install library OpenCV and Dlib in Raspberry Pi. Figure 6 shows the program code for how to create a dataset in the form of facial
image images using the OpenCV and dlib libraries on the Raspberry Pi. Generating the program code uses the haar cascade algorithm as an algorithm to identify facial images, which will later be successfully captured facial images will be entered into the ‘dataset’ directory. The images that are in the 'dataset' directory are then trained on each image.

```
sudo apt-get install python-opencv
```

Figure 4 OpenCV Library Installation

```
sudo apt-get install python3-dlib
```

Figure 5 Dlib Library Installation

```python
import cv2
import os

# Create a Haar cascade classifier for face detection
face_cascade = cv2.CascadeClassifier('haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml')

# Create a directory for the dataset if it doesn't exist
if not os.path.exists('dataset'):
    os.makedirs('dataset

# Capture 30 images of faces and save them to the dataset directory
count = 0
while count < 30:
    ret, frame = cap.read()
    if ret:
        # Convert the frame to grayscale for face detection
        gray = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)

        # Detect faces in the grayscale frame using the face cascade classifier
        faces = face_cascade.detectMultiScale(gray, scaleFactor=1.1, minNeighbors=5)

        # If a face is detected, capture and save the detected face
        if len(faces) > 0:
            for (x, y, w, h) in faces:
                roi_gray = gray[y:y+h, x:x+w]
                roi_color = frame[y:y+h, x:x+w]
                cv2.imwrite('dataset/captured.jpg', roi_color)

                # Display the webcam feed with the detected faces
                cv2.imshow('Webcam Feed', frame)
                cv2.waitKey(1)
                count += 1
        else:
            print('Error: Failed to capture frame')
            break

    else:
        print('Error: Failed to capture frame')
        break

cap.release()
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
```

Figure 1 Dataset Program Code

![Telegram Bot](image-url)

Figure 2 Creating a Telegram Bot
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the stage for creating and configuring a telegram bot using BotFather. At first, create a new bot on BotFather, then the bot will be named crystaldorm_bot. After completing the bot creation stage, the BotFather will provide a token to access the API from the telegram bot. Furthermore, the token is used in the program code to perform the auto-send feature using the telegram bot as shown in Figure 9.
Figure 11 Face Recognition System Code (2)

Figure 5 Auto Send Telegram Code

Figure 10 and Figure 11, show the program code for detecting and recognizing datasets in the form of facial image using the Dlib and OpenCV libraries on Raspberry Pi. The program code is intended so that the system can recognize faces whose facial images have been entered into the dataset and after that training is carried out on each image. If the detected face cannot be recognized by the system will be labeled ‘unknown’, then the image of the person’s face will be captured and will be sent using the auto-send features (as in the code in Figure 12), to Telegram application through the Telegram bot.

3.3 Hardware Implementation

Hardware implementation is related to the hardware design process, from each existing unit and component. The following are the hardware components required for the system to work. Figure 13 show Raspberry Pi 3 model B which is a microprocessor that is used as a single-board computer to operate the designed system.
Figure 14 shows the webcam 1080p resolution as a device for taking pictures as a dataset and also for detecting and recognizing the image of a person’s face. The quality of the camera could affect the detection process and 1080p resolution is capable to perform the face recognition. Figure 15 shows Raspberry Pi, Webcam, and monitor the implementation of the face recognition system.

3.4 System Testing

Testing is carried out by researchers to know whether the application is functioning properly or not. The main focus of this research as a whole is by implementing face recognition with Python libraries such as OpenCV and Dlib in the process starting from taking a person's facial image as a dataset, facial image training, face recognition, and also auto-sending it to the head of the dormitory using the telegram application using a webcam as the main focus tool to take an image of a person's face.
Based on the results of testing the system and its hardware, it was obtained that in sufficient light the system with the webcam 1080p resolution was able to detect faces with less than or maximum distance of 700 cm, which is considered a good range of detection. The system could not detect faces other than human faces. Table 1 show the results obtained from the final system testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
<td>Taking 20 facial images as a dataset.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>The system studies the images in the dataset with the existing training files.</td>
<td>shape_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat, haar cascade_face_frontal_face_default</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Detection and Recognition</td>
<td>Can detect a person's face and can also distinguish the image of a stranger’s face that is not in the dataset.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Recognition test with obstacle</td>
<td>Doing trials, on whether the system can recognize partially covered faces.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Send</td>
<td>An image of an unrecognized person’s face is sent to the head of the dormitory using the Telegram application.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition and Detection of</td>
<td>The system cannot detect and recognize faces</td>
<td></td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSION

This research builds a face recognition system using the Python programming language with several libraries namely TensorFlow, OpenCV, Dlib, and Haar Cascade. The face recognition process carried out consists of taking a dataset in the form of facial image images directly from a Raspberry Pi using a webcam and monitor which will also be used as a tool to detect facial images of people who enter the dormitory. Based on the testing and design that has been done, the results of this study can be concluded that the face recognition system built is capable of detecting and recognizing the faces of dormitory residents with sufficient accuracy, and can send messages automatically to the head of the Crystal dormitory when an unfamiliar face is detected. With this system, it is hoped that it can improve dormitory security and facilitate supervision of dormitory residents.

5. FUTURE RESEARCH

From the results of the research, there are suggestions for further system development considering the results of this study there are still deficiencies that can allow for further development. Here are some suggestions:

1. Using a microprocessor that has more adequate specifications such as Raspberry Pi 4, so that the face recognition process is more effective.
2. Using a webcam that has a higher specification as a tool for recording and monitoring, or using a Raspberry Pi cam.
3. For the design of this system, is not only done in the Crystal dormitory but can be used in all dormitories at Klabat University.
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